Information for reference only. Installer must verify transmission, filter, and fitment based on the vehicle.

Filter Information for PML 9427 Transmission Pan

GM 700R4/4L60/4L60E/4L65E/4L70E/4L75E transmissions are found on thousands of makes and models. PML provides this information to assist our customers with selecting the correct filter. Because vehicle configurations can vary and be customized, the installer must verify the transmission, filter usage, and fitment. PML assumes no liability, expressed or implied, for damage or injury to persons or property.

This pan is designed to work with the 4L60E filters that fit the GM deep pan. The correct filter is seen above on the left. Do not use the shallow filter seen above on the right with the 9427 pan. The filter supports in this pan are too short for it.

**4L60E deep filters**: AC Delco 24208576, Fram FT1217B, Hastings TF156, Wix 58847, Baldwin 18056, Purolator P1267
Filter Information for PML 9427 Transmission Pan

The picture below shows how the filter supports built into the floor of the 9427 pan hold the 4L60E deep filter in place.

Special thanks to Eric at Torrance Transmission for his help with this document.